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Abstract. In this paper, we present an iterative kinematics control law for redundant manipula-
tors overcoming some usual problems associated to cluttered environments (constraints violations,
oscillations, environment dilatation). The Constraints Compliant Control approach relies on a pas-
sive avoidance scheme (no motion generation for constraints avoidance) on a limited number of
constraints selected from a vicinity analysis. A scaling solutionbased on the feasible motions with
respect to the constraints enables to reach the frontiers of the workspace. Two missions described
as sequences of key frames are simulated to compare the performances of the Constraint Compli-
ant Control with state of the art control laws. The obtained computation times remain acceptable
to consider a use in real time.
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1 Introduction

Industrial robotics manipulator missions have evolved from well defined tasks in
structured environments to missions where the tasks are more complex (involving
multiple objectives among which various constraints) and where the environments
are not always known in advance and can be harsh and cluttered. As an example,
the motivations of the presented work consider the use of a teleoperated manipulator
aimed at working in a tunnel boring machine cutter head (see Figure 1 and [1]).

In such environments, the use of redundant manipulators enables to specify si-
multaneously various goals on different parts of the manipulator, explicitly or auto-
matically. It gives the possibility to fulfill different tasks while strictly satisfying a
certain amount of constraints (collision avoidance, jointposition and velocity lim-
its). However, to our knowledge, there is no multi-objective method that guarantees
a safe behaviour whithout substantially reducing the motion capabilities, especially
when the manipulator is expected to get close to the constraints surfaces (which may
be operational surfaces). This is the problem tackled in this paper.

Consider a manipulator withn DOFs and a set of objectives (not necessarily
imposed to the same part of the manipulator) involvingmoperational displacements
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Fig. 1 Tunnel Boring Machine: manipulator in the excavation room.

δx. The relation between the operational and the joints displacements (considered
here as the actuators input signal, extension to torque controlled actuators is trivial)

δx= Jδq (1)

whereJ is the jacobian associated to the objectives. In order to satisfy the con-
straints, usual avoidance strategies rely on an avoidance term δxC derived from a
potential based on the inverse of the distance to the constraint [2]. This strategy is
calledactive, as a motion is generated to avoid the constraint. Thus, the expected
behaviour will result from the combination of the operational tasks ((JT ,δxT), con-
catenation of the tasks) and the constraints ((JC, δxC), concatenation of the con-
straints). In the particular cases of joints related constraints (joint position and ve-
locity limits), the constraint jacobian matrix is[0, . . . ,0,±1,0, . . . ,0], the±1 rank
being at the joint number in the manipulator chain, the sign depending on the limit
type (maximum or minimum).

These motions can be strictly prioritized in a multiobjective control law (see [4])

δq= J#
1δx1+(J2PJ1)

#(δx2−J2J#
1δx1) (2)

where indexes 1 and 2 can be replaced byC andT and conversely. The # is a pseu-
doinversion operator (see [3]) andPJ1 is a projector on the kernel ofJ1 (details about
inversions and projectors are exposed in section 3.1).

Maciejewski [4] and Chaumette [5] proposed to put the constraints avoidance
at the bottom of the task hierarchy (1← T, 2← C; referenced as control lawA).
It enables to striclty fulfill the tasks, but in case of conflict between the tasks and
the constraints, the manipulator may violate the constraints. To avoid this, Sentis
[6] puts the constraints at the top of the hierarchy (1← C, 2← T; referenced as
control lawB). However, this choice has a bad impact on the reachability of the
manipulator as the avoidance motions need activation thresholds, which results in
oscillations on the functional parts of the manipulator. Moreover, as the constraints
are not homogeneous (obstacle avoidance involves body lengths that depends on the
obstacle position w.r.t. the robot, while joint limits do not), it is not possible to use
a bounded potential. It implies a consequent size of the threshold, as the potential
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should grow from zero to infinity along it, and also the possible presence of infinite
terms in the control law.

In order to avoid oscillations and infinite terms, Baerlocher uses in [7] an iterative
approach based on an activation matrix that pre-multipliesthe jacobian of the tasks.
The algorithm deactivates the joints which violate their boundaries, so they are not
included in the model inversion. However, this approach does not include other types
of constraints and it often resorts to iterations in cases for which usual approaches
find directly anadmissible(i.e.constraints compliant) solution.

This paper presents a framework that extends the approach ofBaerlocher to the
collisions avoidance and satisfies the joint velocity limits; in particular, when the
environment is not overconstrained (number of DOF sufficient to track the tasks
while complying to the constraints), the control law is equivalent to the classical
control lawA. A particular attention has been paid to keep the computation times in
the range of the one obtained with control lawA andB.

In section 2, the Constraint Compliant Control (CCC), relying on the principle
of passive avoidance, is introduced. Then, section 3 presents the simulations of two
missions and the comparative results of the control laws presented previously (A, B
andCCC). Finally, section 4 gathers the conclusions and the work perspectives.

2 Constraint Compliant Control

This section exposes our contribution. First, the passive avoidance principle is de-
velopped, according to which the robot should not move to avoid static constraints.
Then, the control law expression is exposed; finally, the whole algorithm is pre-
sented.

2.1 Passive Avoidance

The approach of Baerlocher in [7] is equivalent to the insertion of a superior hi-
erarchical level in which operational displacement would be null (δxC = 0). It has
the advantage to satisfy the joint boundaries in all cases. The extension to every
static constraints (static obstacles, joint position and velocity limits) is done using
the following control law

δq= J#
C0+(JTPJC)

#(δxT −JTJ#
C0) = (JTPJC)

#δxT (3)

which ensures a strict compliance with any constraints inJC. This avoidance method
is passiveas no motion is generated by the proximity to a constraint. Aswhat is
described by the constraints expression is actually staticin the physical world, no
arbitrary motion is needed to satisfy them. Anyway, it is notoften mandatory to
forbid motions in all the constraints directions; it is not even desired, as it prevents
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from getting closer to the constraints, but also from movingaway from them. So,
it is relevant to iterate on the constraints combinations tofind the set of constraints
that must be passively avoided to obtain anappropriatesolutionδq, i.e. that mini-
mizes the operational error while being admissible. LetJCC be a matrix containing
a combination of lines ofJC. The control law then becomes

δq= (JTPJCC)
#δxT (4)

Iterations are carried out to find the lines combinationJCC which yields an appro-
priateδq. In particular, the admissibility test is performed using Eq. (7).

2.2 Active avoidance in additional objective

The solutions admissibility can be increased by adding an extra term of active avoid-
ance on the constraints that are not avoided passively:

δq= (JTPJCC)
#δxT

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Passive avoidance

+(J
CC

P[JCC
J

])#(δx
CC
−J

CC
(JTPJCC)

#δxT)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Active avoidance

(5)

whereJ
CC

is the complement of the lines ofJCC in JC, δx
CC

is the desired opera-

tional avoidance displacement associated toJ
CC

1 andP[JCC
J

] is the projector on the

kernel of the concatenation ofJCC andJ. The extra term tends to move the manipu-
lator away from the constraints as long as the tasks are not impacted. In particular,
whenJc is empty, the control law behaves like control lawA and a single iteration is
needed when the situation is not overconstrained. The avoidance coefficients norm
|δx

CC,i
| can be limited to avoid values tending to infinity. Finally, there are no oscil-

lations on the functionnal part as the active avoidance termis under the task related
term in the hierarchy.

2.3 Particular case of the joint velocity limit - Scaling

The joint velocity limits should not be addressed with passive avoidance, as it would
stop a joint to prevent it from going too fast. If a joint displacement is too high, the
solution is scaled to reach the maximal admissible displacement. To keep the motion
coherency, the scaling is done in a way that preserves the operational direction

δq← δq min
0≤i≤n

δqi,max

||δqi ||
(6)

1 In a practical aspect,J
CC

(resp.δx
CC

) can be replaced byJC (resp.δxC, desired operational
avoidance displacement associated toJC) in Eq. (5) without any consequence on the result.
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whereδqi,max is the maximum displacement of jointi on one iteration. This step is
carried out only if a joint displacementδqi is higher thanδqi,max.

The test of admissibility with respect to the constraints isperformed through

JCδq≤ l (7)

wherel is the concatenation of the maximum instantaneous displacements. In order
to increase the validity of the solutions, the scaling is extended to all the solutions

δq← δq min
0≤i≤m

(JCδq)i>0

(
l i

(JCδq)i

)

(8)

The scaling is done only if Eq. (7) is not verified. This step enables to obtain an
admissible solution for each constraints combination inJc. Actually, as all the con-
straints are in the form of Eq. (7), the solutions space is convex and contains the null
solution (no motion). So, in every direction of the joint displacement space, there
exists an admissible solution, which norm is null in the worst case. This method
enables to get as close as possible to the constraints if there is a persistent demand
in that way. The general algorithm of a control iteration is given by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 : CCC
JC← constraints under the active avoidance threshold
δqcomb← 0 rad;δq← 0 rad
Errcomb← 0 m; Err← 1 m; ε ← 10−2 m;
for all Lines CombinationsJCC in JC do

δqcombComputation - Eq. (5)
Admissibility Test - Eq. (7)
Scaling - Eq. (8)
Errcomb← ||Jδq−δxT ||
if Errcomb≤ Err then

Err← Errcomb; δq← δqcomb
if Err≤ ε then

break
end if

end if
end for
sendδq

3 Implementation and Comparative results

This section presents the results of control lawsA, B andCCC on two missions in
the same environment. The proposed environment is composedof a column and a
wall; the manipulator has 7 DOFs, all the links being 1 DOF rotational joints. The
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environment and the manipulator are represented on Figure 2. The presented experi-

Fig. 2 Views of the environment and the two trajectories to track; manipulator schemes.

ments simulate two inspection missions involving trajectories close to the obstacles.
For each mission, the manipulator must track a 3 coordinatestrajectory: it is as-
sumed that the effector (camera) has the orientation DOFs needed to observe the
points to be inspected. For the sake of simplicity, the results presented here do not
integrate joint boundaries avoidance even though the proposed framework can deal
with this type of constraint without any specific difficulty.

• Mission 1: Go around the wall by the left side. The environment is barely con-
strained in that area, the manipulator tracks a trajectory (traj1, in Figure 2) of 330
points on a single way of 3.50 m, so a displacement of 1.1 cm is expected for
each iteration. The mission isfeasible, i.e. the number of DOFs of the manipula-
tor enables to fulfill the mission while avoiding the constraints.

• Mission 2: Reach a point behind the wall. The trajectory (traj2, in Figure 2) has
560 points, for a go and come back trajectory (getting out of avery constrained
configuration can be a problem). The total distance is 5.20 m long, so the ex-
pected displacement is 0.9 cm at each iteration. The mission is notfeasibleas the
manipulator is not long enough to reach the furthest point.

3.1 Implementation

The implementation is done in C++, and uses KDL (see [8]) and Boost::ublas2 li-
braries. We detail the following implementation elements:

• Desired displacement δxT : difference between the current position and the cur-
rent trajectory point.

2 http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/141 0/libs/numeric/ublas/doc/index.htm
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• Pseudoinversion: in the control law Eq. (5), in order to avoid inversion problems
in the neighborhood of singularities, the pseudoinversions with exponent # are
done using the Damped Least Square (DLS) method (see [9]), where the damping
factorλ is chosen as 0.50. A common way of computingPJ is given byPJ = (I−
J#J); in practice, the DLS method induces an error that distorts the projection,
making the influence of lower priority objectives on upper priority objectives
possible, which is not acceptable in our case. A safe way to computePJ can be
obtained directly from the SVD ofJ which provides an access to the projector
on the kernel ofJ without requiring its inversion (as mentionned in [10]). For the
same reasons, a product(JaPJb)

# is always pre-multiplicated byPJb.
• Active avoidance : for control lawsA andB, the active avoidance threshold is

fixed to 15 cm, the gains are proportional (factor 2.5 10−3) to the inverse of the
distance to the constraint. For theCCC, the active avoidance is fixed to 4 cm,
the gains are the same than for control lawsA andB but the maximum value
of the avoidance magnitudeδxC is fixed to 0.25 (distance of 1 cm between the
manipulator closest point and the obstacle).

• Distance computation : the distance computation is provided by the collision
detection package SWIFT++3. The information given by SWIFT++ is, for each
segment, the point of the segment that is the closest to the obstacle. The approach
that consists in constraining only the closest point to the obstacle (based on [4] for
the whole manipulator and on [11] for convex segments) is valid in continuous
time. In discrete time, progressive displacements can violate constraints because
of segment rotations. To our knowledge, no work has been carried out on that
topic; a contribution of Kanehiro and al. in [12] deals with not strictly convex
segments, in which the problems are similar to those encountered when getting
from continuous to discrete time. To avoid the effects of this phenomenon, an
envelope of 2 cm has been added around the environment.

• Joint instantaneous displacement limit : δqmax has been fixed to 0.02 rad.

3.2 Results and Analysis

Figures 3 and 4 present the results obtained on the 2 missionswith control lawsA,
B andCCC. The computation times are given comparatively as they depend on the
implementation and computing power.

• Mission 1: Go around the wall by the left side.

– Control law A. As the behavior is identical to theCCCon mission 1 (see 2.2),
it is not represented on Figure 3.

– Control law B. The operational position mean error is 3.5 cm, the tracking
is not optimal especially at the end where the effector gets close to the wall:
oscillations are generated due to the thresholds (observable on both graphs)
and the operational error grows up to 13.1 cm.

3 http://gamma.cs.unc.edu/SWIFT++
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Fig. 3 Mission 1 results. Graphs of line 1 are obtained with controlB, line 2 with controlCCC

Fig. 4 Mission 2 results. Graphs of line 1 are obtained with controlA, line 2 with controlB, line 3
with controlCCC
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– Control law CCC. The behavior is identical to control lawA: as there is no
collisions when tracking the path with active avoidance at alower level, the
passive avoidance is not used and the manipulator has the same tracking error
along the trajectory (operational position error inferiorto 2.6 cm).

• Mission 2: Join a point behind the wall.

– Control law A. The operational position mean error is 3.8 cm and reaches 35
cm on peaks. When the situation gets overconstrained, collisions occur (the
distances to the obstacle reach 0 for DOFS 4, 5 and 7) as it is not possible
to satisfy tasks and constraints; the peaks on the operational positions comes
from avoidance terms tending to infinity.

– Control law B. The oscillation phenomenon is higher than for mission 1 and
the manipulator remains far from the path (operational position mean error
22.8 cm, max error 59.4 cm)

– Control law CCC. When the manipulator comes close to the environment
(enveloppe distance: 2 cm), the passive avoidance clamps the directions to
the obstacles (point A, B, C and D on the first column graph) andthe con-
cerned segments moves along the orthogonal directions. Whenthe manipula-
tor seems completely stuck (point E on the second column graph), the scaling
step enables little displacements to track as much as possible the desired dis-
placements. Finally, when the direction is inversed (pointF on the 3rd column
graph), the manipulator is able to get away from the constraints directly. The
computation time grows up 6.7 times w.r.t. the ones obtainedwith control law
A on mission 1.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

TheCCC is an iterative control method that solves the hierarchicalmulti-objective
control problem while satisfying any number of fixed constraints: obstacles, joint
boundaries, joints velocity limits. The passive avoidanceprinciple and the solutions
scaling enables to overcome the drawbacks of active avoidance at the top (optimal-
ity loss, oscillations) or at the bottom (constraints violation, infinite terms) of the
hierarchy, while ensuring a computation time low enough to consider its use in real
time on classical manipulators.

TheCCC performances can be compared to the one obtained with convexopti-
mization algorithms (even if the latter cannot ensure strict priorities between the hi-
erarchy levels). As an example, the algorithm QuadProg++4 satisfies the constraints
with a maximum computation time of 3 times the one of control lawA. Nevertheless,
the insufficiency of the avoidance method (see section 3.1) added to the algorithm
trend to run along the constraints make the manipulator not able to get away of the
most constrained configuration: it does not track the secondpart of the trajectory.

4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/quadprog/
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The work perspective includes:

• The continuity can be handled by including the limits of joint acceleration con-
straints but they introduce incompatibilities with obstacles and joint position lim-
its; the use of virtual constraints (dampers) is under evaluation.

• Locally, the constraints combination choice can be guided by the constraints crit-
icity or by favouring combinations retained for previous iterations, etc.

• In a more global scope, this choice can be adapted to the missions and it can
depend on the parts of the robot: active avoidance for bettermotion capabilities,
passive avoidance to work close to the constraints.
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